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Pro PHP Securi ty: From A p p l i cati on Securi ty
Pri n ci p l es to th e Im p l em en tati on of X SS Def en ses
By Thomas Myer

Apress. Paperback. Condition: New. 368 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.4in. x 0.9in.PHP security, just
like PHP itself, has advanced. Updated for PHP 5. 3, the second edition of this authoritative PHP
security book coversfoundational PHP securitytopics like SQL injection, XSS, user authentication,
and secure PHP development. Chris Snyder and Tom Myer also delve into recent developments like
mobile security, the impact of JavaScript, and the advantages of recent PHP hardening efforts. Pro
PHP Security, Second Edition will serve as your complete guide for taking defensive and proactive
security measures within your PHP applications. Beginners in secure programming will find a lot of
material on secure PHP development, the basics of encryption, secure protocols, as well as how to
reconcile the demands of server-side and web application security. What youll learn Secure PHP
development principles PHP web application security User and file security Mobile security
Encryption and secure protocols Dealing with JavaScript Who this book is for Pro PHP Security
appeals to all intermediate and advanced PHP programmers who need to keep websites safe. It also
contains material of interest to all who are concerned with web application security. Table of
Contents Why Is Secure Programming a Concern Validating and Sanitizing...
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Reviews
An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent of the ebook. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r ia n Miller
The publication is straightforward in study safer to recognize. It is writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. Its been printed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is just after i finished reading this book through which basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Per cy B er nha r d
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